Improved correction of $B_0$ inhomogeneity-induced distortions in diffusion-weighted images of the prostate
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Abstract

Background: Conventional distortion correction techniques include the Reversed Polarity Gradient (RPG) method and FSL-topup, which estimate tissue displacement from EPI images of opposite phase-encoding polarity, and scale image intensity by the Jacobian of the estimated displacement.

Purpose: To demonstrate that Jacobian intensity correction (JIC) can cause misleading improvement of EPI image distortion. We propose an alternative distortion correction approach (multi-b RPG; mRPG) that eliminates the JIC factor by normalizing opposite-polarity EPI images across multiple $b$-values.

Study type: Retrospective.

Population: 163 prostate cancer patients without metallic implants.

Fieldstrength/Sequence: 3T diffusion-weighted sequence with EPI readout, using multiple $b$-values.

NOTE: This preprint reports new research that has not been certified by peer review and should not be used to guide clinical practice.
Assessment: Maps of spatial shift (distortion) were estimated from opposite-polarity EPI volumes using RPG, topup, and mRPG. The estimated spatial shifts from each method were then applied to correct the $b=0\text{s/mm}^2$ images (both with and without JIC) and ADC maps (for which JIC is meaningless).

Distortion was quantified by the Pearson correlation between opposite-polarity volumes. The distribution of correlation coefficients across all patients was examined for $b=0\text{s/mm}^2$ images and ADC maps, before and after distortion correction by each method. The mean, median, and 10th percentile were reported for each distribution.

Statistical tests: Wilcoxon signed-rank tests ($\alpha=0.05$) were used to assess whether correlation increased significantly after distortion correction by each method, and whether mRPG yielded a larger increase versus RPG or topup.

Results: Median improvement in the correlation between $b=0\text{s/mm}^2$ volumes was significantly smaller without JIC ($p<0.001$): $0.04$ vs $0.16$ (RPG), $0.06$ vs $0.18$ (topup). mRPG yielded significantly larger improvements compared to RPG or topup ($p<0.001$). $b=0\text{s/mm}^2$: $0.09$ vs $0.04$ (RPG) and $0.06$ (topup). ADC: $0.09$ vs $0.02$ (RPG) and $0.03$ (topup).

Data conclusion: Disparity in the distortion-correction performance of conventional methods with and without JIC suggests underestimation of tissue displacement. mRPG shows improved correction of distortion artifacts compared to conventional methods.

Introduction
Diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) is an important technique for identifying tumors in patients with suspected prostate cancer. In addition to its longstanding diagnostic utility as part of the Prostate Imaging Reporting and Data System (PI-RADS) (1), DWI has recently proven to be a valuable aid for accurately targeting prostate tumors with radiation therapy (2). However, DWI data acquired with standard echo-planar imaging (EPI) trajectories are prone to distortion artifacts that arise from inhomogeneities in the static magnetic field ($B_0$). These artifacts present as compression or expansion of tissue in the phase-encoding direction, with compressed regions displaying increased signal intensity from the additional spins incorrectly localized to each voxel. Conversely, expanded regions show reduced signal intensity from the apparent decrease in spins within each voxel. The tissue-air interface where the prostate meets the rectum often causes considerable distortion of the local anatomy, which may obscure the precise location of a lesion and limits the ability to perform targeted biopsy or therapy (3).

A common approach to correct for such distortion involves the acquisition of two EPI images, typically without diffusion weighting (i.e., $b=0\text{s/mm}^2$), and with opposite phase-encoding polarity. These images will necessarily show opposing distortion artifacts, with tissue compression in one image and expansion in the other. By estimating the spatial displacements and associated signal intensity changes between the two images, the distortions can be undone. Techniques utilizing this approach include the Reversed Polarity Gradient (RPG) method (3, 4) and FSL-topup (5, 6), which simultaneously estimate the spatial and signal-intensity aspects of distortion, with intensities scaled by the Jacobian of the estimated tissue displacement. Here the Jacobian refers to the partial derivative of tissue displacement along the phase-encoding direction, which quantifies the amount of local compression or expansion of tissue and the resulting concentration or dilution of signal intensity in the acquired image.
In this study, we demonstrate that this Jacobian intensity correction (JIC) can result in misleading improvement of EPI image distortion and even create false anatomical structure in DWI images of the prostate. We propose an alternative method for correcting EPI distortions that avoids these issues by removing the intensity scaling factor prior to estimating spatial displacement, specifically by normalizing the opposed-phase images across multiple $b$-values.

**Materials and Methods**

This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB). Patients were considered for this study if they underwent supplemental DWI for suspected or biopsy-proven prostate cancer between March and October of 2023, and were excluded if they had metal hip implants or other devices that caused severe EPI-distortion artifacts.

**MRI acquisition and pre-processing**

All MR imaging was performed on 3T clinical scanners (SIGNA Premier; GE Healthcare), using a 32-channel phased-array body coil placed over the pelvis. Two axial, multi-$b$-value DWI volumes were acquired per patient, using EPI readouts with opposite phase-encoding polarity along the anterior-posterior axis (arbitrarily referred to as “forward” and “reverse” volumes hereafter). The two volumes were otherwise identical. Water-selective excitation pulses were used for fat suppression. High resolution $T_2$-weighted volumes without fat suppression were also acquired for anatomical reference. This protocol was developed to support advanced quantitative DWI (2, 7–9) and is currently in clinical use at our center, as well as part of a prospective, multi-center, international trial. Acquisition parameters are summarized in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Acquisition time (min:sec)</th>
<th>$b$-values (s/mm$^2$) [number of samples]</th>
<th>FOV (mm)</th>
<th>Matrix</th>
<th>Slices</th>
<th>Slice thickness (mm)</th>
<th>TR (ms)</th>
<th>TE (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DWI</td>
<td>3:25</td>
<td>0 [4], 100 [6], 800 [12], 1400 [12], 2500 [18]</td>
<td>200×200</td>
<td>80×80</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4500</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2W</td>
<td>2:07</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>200×200</td>
<td>452×300</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5600</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1: MRI acquisition details for the patients included in this study.** Two axial DWI volumes were acquired per patient using the same diffusion-weighted spin-echo pulse sequence (default tensor), but with EPI readout trajectories of opposite phase-encoding polarity along the anterior-posterior axis. Water-selective excitation pulses were used for fat signal suppression. The high-resolution $T_2$-weighted (T2W) volume was acquired for anatomical reference using a fast spin-echo (FSE) pulse sequence without fat suppression.

Image processing and data analysis was performed using custom programs written in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc). DWI samples acquired at each $b$-value were first averaged together. ADC maps were then computed from the averaged forward- and reverse-polarity DWI volumes by fitting the signal from $b$-values less than 1000 s/mm$^2$ with a monoexponential decay model.

**Proposed distortion correction method (multi-$b$ RPG)**

The forward and reverse DWI volumes were first normalized by their sum across all $b$-values. Normalizing the DWI volumes across $b$-values eliminates the intensity changes resulting from tissue compression or expansion (see Figure 1B), obviating the need to fit a Jacobian term when attempting to identify corresponding locations for each voxel in forward and reverse images. Estimating spatial displacements between the images is then reduced to a much simpler image registration problem, for which any suitable algorithm may be used. In this study, registration was performed by shifting the forward and reverse volumes along the anterior-posterior axis and computing the amount of shift for each voxel that minimizes the difference.
between forward and reverse images. This approach amounts to a multi-\(b\)-value adaptation of RPG, so we call it multi-\(b\) RPG (mRPG).

Figure 1 shows an example application of the proposed mRPG method to correct EPI distortion of prostate diffusion data. Prior to correction, the posterior prostate (abutting the rectum) is stretched in the forward image and compressed in the reverse, relative to the undistorted anatomy in the reference spin echo image. Signal enhancement of compressed tissue is readily apparent along the posterior edge of the prostate in the reverse \(b=0\) s/mm\(^2\) image. Following correction by mRPG, the posterior edge of the prostate in the diffusion images matches that of the undistorted reference image.

![Figure 1: Example of mRPG distortion correction. An undistorted spin echo (\(T_2\)-weighted) image is shown on the left, with the prostate outlined in red. A) Uncorrected diffusion data, with stretching of the posterior prostate in the forward direction and compression in the reverse (arrows). B) Registration of the normalized forward- and reverse-images yields the estimated voxel shifts. C) Corrected images after application of the shift maps in B, with reduced spatial distortion (arrows).](image)

Application of distortion correction methods
For each patient, maps of spatial shift (in units of voxels) were estimated from the forward- and reverse-polarity EPI volumes using RPG, topup, and mRPG. RPG software was provided by request from the developers of the algorithm (4). Topup was obtained as part of the FMRIB Software Library (FSL) (10) version 5.0.2.2, compiled for 64-bit CentOS 6. For both RPG and topup, shift maps were estimated from the \(b=0\) s/mm\(^2\) volumes as outlined in prior studies, according to the documentation provided with each software package (4–6). The estimated spatial shifts from each method were then applied to correct the \(b=0\) s/mm\(^2\) images and ADC maps. For RPG and topup, a second correction incorporating the JIC was applied to the \(b=0\) s/mm\(^2\) images (JIC is meaningless for quantitative ADC values).

Statistical analysis
Statistical analyses were performed using MATLAB. EPI distortion was quantified by the Pearson correlation coefficient between the forward and reverse volumes. The distribution of correlation coefficients across all patients was examined for \(b=0\) s/mm\(^2\) images and ADC maps, before and after distortion correction by each method. The distributions were visualized using violin plots (11, 12), and the mean, median, and 10\(^{th}\) percentile were reported for each distribution. The 10\(^{th}\) percentile was chosen to quantify the severity of distortion in patients most impacted by \(B_0\)-inhomogeneity artifacts, having the lowest correlation between forward and reverse volumes. Wilcoxon signed-rank tests (\(\alpha=0.05\)) were used to assess whether the
Pearson correlation increased significantly after distortion correction by each method, and whether mRPG yielded a larger increase in correlation compared to RPG or topup.

**Results**

In total, 175 consecutive patients were considered for this study. Twelve were excluded due to the presence of implanted metallic devices, leaving 163 patients for analysis.

The violin plots in Figure 2 show the distribution across patients of the Pearson correlation between opposite-polarity diffusion volumes. Point estimates for the mean, median, and 10th percentile of each distribution are listed in Table 2. With JIC applied, both RPG and topup yielded a considerable increase in correlation between forward and reverse \( b=0 \) s/mm\(^2\) acquisitions. The median correlation increased from 0.80 before correction, to 0.96 after correction with RPG and 0.98 after correction with topup. The 10th percentile improved from 0.64 before correction, to 0.84 after correction with RPG and 0.96 after correction with topup.

When the estimated spatial corrections were applied without the JIC, the observed increase in correlation was much smaller (albeit still statistically significant). The median correlation between \( b=0 \) s/mm\(^2\) volumes increased from 0.80 before correction to 0.84 using RPG and 0.86 using topup. The 10th percentile increased from 0.64 before correction to 0.66 using RPG and decreased to 0.62 using topup. The median correlation between ADC maps increased from 0.72 before correction to 0.74 using RPG and 0.75 using topup. The 10th percentile improved from 0.62 before correction, to 0.65 using RPG and 0.64 using topup.

Spatial corrections estimated using the proposed mRPG approach yielded a substantial improvement in correlation compared to either RPG or topup. The median correlation between forward and reverse \( b=0 \) s/mm\(^2\) acquisitions increased to 0.89 using mRPG, versus 0.84 using RPG and 0.86 using topup. The 10th percentile increased to 0.80 using mRPG, versus 0.66 using RPG and 0.62 using topup. The median correlation between ADC maps increased to 0.81 using mRPG, versus 0.74 using RPG and 0.75 using topup. The 10th percentile increased to 0.76 using mRPG, versus 0.65 using RPG and 0.64 using topup.

Notably, application of the JIC concealed poor estimation of tissue displacement, as illustrated by the example images in Figure 3. While the uncorrected diffusion images from this patient showed minimal EPI distortion, RPG estimated large shifts in the posterior prostate. When the estimated spatial correction is applied without the JIC, the overcorrection is readily apparent. Application of the JIC obscured the overcorrection, however, adjusting image intensity to yield an apparent alignment of the posterior prostate between the EPI images and the reference spin echo image. Furthermore, the JIC resulted in false anatomical structure or “ghost tissue” between the posterior prostate and rectum. mRPG, by contrast, yielded appropriate spatial correction for this patient.
Figure 2: Improved correlation between opposite-polarity diffusion volumes before and after EPI-distortion correction. The 10th percentile, mean, and median of each distribution is indicated by the blue line, dashed black line, and solid black line, respectively. RPG and topup considerably increased the correlation of $b=0$ s/mm$^2$ images when the Jacobian intensity correction (JIC) was applied. Without the JIC, however, both RPG and topup yielded much smaller increases than mRPG, suggesting an underestimation of tissue displacement.

Table 2: Point estimates for the distributions of correlation coefficients shown in Figure 2. RPG and topup show high correlation values for $b=0$ s/mm$^2$ images when the JIC is applied, but without the JIC yield much lower correlation values than mRPG for either $b=0$ s/mm$^2$ images or ADC maps.
Figure 3: Example of “ghost tissue” created by Jacobian intensity correction (JIC). JIC can result in misleading, false correction of EPI distortion. An undistorted spin echo image is shown (left) with the prostate outlined in red. A) Uncorrected images show minimal EPI distortion. B) RPG incorrectly estimated large shifts in the posterior prostate (red arrows). JIC concealed the erroneous spatial shift while also creating false anatomical structure or “ghost tissue” (blue arrows). mRPG, by contrast, yielded appropriate spatial correction.

Discussion
This study demonstrated a clear disparity in the performance of conventional distortion correction methods when the JIC is applied versus when it is omitted. While RPG and FSL topup yielded large improvements in the correlation between forward and reverse $b=0$ s/mm$^2$ images, the magnitude of improvement was considerably smaller when the estimated spatial correction was applied without the JIC (obligatory for quantitative ADC maps for which the JIC is meaningless). This disparity suggests an underestimation of the spatial displacement component of EPI distortion, compensated by an overfitting of the signal intensity-scaling component to produce an artificial alignment between forward and reverse volumes.

mRPG circumvents this overfitting problem by removing the intensity scaling (JIC) factor prior to estimating spatial displacement, specifically by normalizing the opposite polarity images across multiple $b$-values. Estimating spatial displacements between the images is then reduced to a simpler image registration problem. As demonstrated in this study, elimination of the JIC component results in significantly improved estimation and removal of spatial distortions compared to conventional RPG or topup.

While mRPG demands additional scan time to acquire multiple $b$-values in both directions, the time cost can be mitigated by acquiring fewer $b$-values than were employed for this study. Recent work has shown that effective distortion correction can be achieved using as few as two $b$-values in either direction (13). Acceleration techniques such as multi-band imaging may also be used. The added scan time required to implement mRPG should also be considered alongside the potential for reduced patient call-back rates and more efficient image interpretation due to mitigation of distortion artifacts.
Improved EPI distortion correction holds significant promise for advancing prostate cancer diagnosis and treatment. Around 70% of prostate cancer lesions occur in the peripheral zone (14, 15), the region of the prostate most likely to be affected by distortion artifacts arising from rectal gas. DWI is also the primary sequence for assessment of peripheral zone lesions according to PI-RADS (1), so EPI distortion artifacts often interfere with radiological diagnosis to a considerable degree. Effective correction of anatomical distortion could therefore enable more accurate diagnosis, biopsy targeting (16) and focal therapy (2) for the majority of clinically encountered lesions. Improved lesion targeting is important for minimizing misdiagnosis or undertreatment of tumor foci, which can impact the chance of tumor recurrence (17, 18). Reduced anatomical distortion could also make it easier for radiologists to distinguish lesions in the prostate from adjacent, benign findings like phleboliths (19), helping to prevent unnecessary targeted biopsies. It may also increase the utility of DWI for evaluating extraprostatic extension, an important prognostic factor (20).

Limitations
Region-of-interest contours were not available for the patients included in this study, precluding a more granular analysis on the impact of distortion correction within different zones or target lesions in the prostate. It would be particularly interesting to examine if distortion correction makes a quantifiable difference in the ADC values within the peripheral zone of the prostate, where EPI distortion artifacts are most pronounced. ADC values are often measured within target lesions, so this analysis could help to quantify the clinical benefit of accurate distortion correction.

Another limitation of this study is that the efficacy of distortion correction was only measured using the correlation between opposite-polarity images. While correlation provides a quantitative measure of the alignment between images, it is not an assessment of diagnostic image quality per se. The clinical value of mRPG could be more directly assessed using a reader study, perhaps involving PI-QUAL evaluation (21) by expert radiologists of the images before and after distortion correction.

Conclusion
Conventional distortion correction methods utilizing JIC tend to under-correct (or even exacerbate) anatomical distortions in prostate DWI. Inadequate correction is concealed by application of the JIC, as any misestimation of the true spatial displacement of tissue is compensated by overfitting the signal intensity-scaling component of the correction to produce artificial alignment between opposite-polarity images.

mRPG is proposed as an alternative approach to distortion correction that removes the JIC factor prior to estimating tissue displacement, specifically by normalizing opposite-polarity images across multiple $b$-values. While this approach requires additional scan time to acquire multiple $b$-values for both phase-encoding polarities, it shows significantly improved estimation and removal of spatial distortions compared to conventional methods, and could potentially enable more accurate biopsy targeting and focal therapy of prostate cancer lesions.
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